Given a universe U of n elements and a weighted collection S of m subsets of U, the universal set cover problem is to a-priori map each element u ∈ U to a set S(u) ∈ S containing u, so that X ⊆ U is covered by S(X) = ∪ u∈X S(u). 
Introduction
In the classical set cover problem we are given a set X, taken from a universe U of n elements, and a collection S ⊆ 2 U of m subsets of U, with a cost function c : S → R ≥0 . (The pair (U, S ) is sometimes called a set system). The aim is to compute a sub-collection S ⊆ S which covers X, i.e., X ⊆ ∪ S∈S S, with minimum cost c(S ) := ∑ S∈S c(S). Each feasible solution can also be interpreted as a mapping S : U → S which defines, for each u ∈ X, a subset S(u) which covers u (breaking ties in an arbitrary way). In particular, S(X) := ∪ u∈X S(u) provides the desired sub-collection S ,
of cost c(S(X)) := ∑ S∈S(X) c(S).
In the cardinality (or unweighted) version of the problem, all the set costs are 1, and the goal is minimizing the number |S(X)| of subsets used to cover X.
In their seminal work, Jia et al. [37] define, among other problems, a universal variant of the set cover problem. Here the mapping S has to be provided a-priori, i.e., without knowing the actual value of X ⊆ U. The problem now is to find a mapping which minimizes the worst-case ratio max X⊆U {c(S(X))/c(opt(X))} between the cost of the set cover given by S (which is computed without knowing X), and the cost of the optimal "offline" solution opt(X) (which is based on the knowledge of X). A universal algorithm is α-competitive if the ratio above is at most α.
Universal algorithms are useful for applications in distributed environments, where decisions have to be taken locally, with little communication overhead. Similarly, in critical or real-time applications we might not have enough time to run any approximation algorithm once the actual instance of the problem shows up. Hence we need to perform most of the computation beforehand, even if this might imply worse competitive factors and higher preprocessing time. Indeed, we might also think of applications where the solution computed a-priori is wired on a circuit. Eventually, universal problems have strong implications to online problems (where the instance is revealed gradually, and the solution is computed step-by-step). In particular, any universal algorithm provides an online algorithm with the same competitive ratio.
The standard competitive analysis for universal (and on-line) algorithms assumes that the input is chosen adversarially, and often this setting is too pessimistic: indeed, for universal set cover, Jia et al. [37] gaveΘ( √ n) bounds. However, in many situations it is often more reasonable to assume that the input is sampled according to some probability distribution. In other words, what if we are competing against nature and the lack of information about the future, and not against a malicious adversary out to get us? Can we give algorithms with a better performance in that case?
Our Results and Techniques
We formalize the questions above by defining a stochastic variant of the universal set cover problem. Here the input X is obtained by sampling k times a given probability distribution π : U → [0, 1]. Let ω ∈ U k be the random sequence of elements obtained (possibly with repetitions), and let us interpret ω as a set of elements when the ordering (and multiplicity) of elements in the sequence is not relevant. The aim is minimizing the ratio
between the expected cost of the solution computed w.r.t. S and the expected optimal cost. We sometimes omit ω when the meaning will be clear from the context.
An algorithm for the universal stochastic set cover problem is length-aware if it is given the length k of the sequence in input, and length-oblivious otherwise.
As a warm up for the reader, we present a lower bound on the quality of the mapping obtained by running on the set system (U, S ) the standard greedy algorithm, which selects in each step the subset with the best ratio of cost to number of uncovered elements. This algorithm defines an order on the selected sets: let each element be mapped to the first set in the order covering it. Consider a set S all = U covering the whole universe, of cost c(S all ) = √ n, and singleton sets S u = {u} for each u ∈ U, each of unit cost c(S u ) = 1. The greedy set cover algorithm maps all the elements into S all . For a uniform distribution π and k = 1, the cost of this mapping is √ n, while the optimal mapping (assigning each u ∈ U to the corresponding singleton set S u ) has always cost one. Note that, for k n, the situation changes drastically: now the greedy algorithm produces the optimal mapping with high probability. Indeed, essentially the same example shows that any length-oblivious universal algorithm for the (weighted) stochastic set cover problem must be Ω( √ n)-competitive (see Section 3).
Motivated by the example above, we developed an algorithm based on the interleaving of standard greedy with a second, even more myopic, greedy algorithm that selects the min-cost set which covers at least one uncovered element (disregarding the actual number of the covered elements). In each selection step we trust the min-ratio greedy algorithm if a subset with a sufficiently small ratio exists, and the min-cost one otherwise. The threshold ratio is derived from the length k of the sequence.
The main result of this paper can be stated as follows (see Section 3): When m is polynomial in n, this is asymptotically the best possible due to the o(log n)-inapproximability of set cover (which extends to the universal stochastic case by choosing k n). For values of m n, the competitive factor can be improved to O log m log log m−log log n , and this bound is tight (see Section 4).
The crux of our analysis is bounding the cost of the min-cost sets selected by the algorithm when it cannot find good ratio sets. Here we use a novel counting argument to show that the number of sampled elements among the stilluncovered elements is sufficiently small compared to the number of sets used by the optimal solution to cover those elements. We then translate this into a convenient lower bound on the cost paid by the optimum solution to cover the mentioned elements.
In the unweighted case we can do better: here the standard greedy algorithm provides a length-oblivious universal algorithm with the same competitive ratio. Based on the proof of Theorem 1.2, we also show that the dependence on n in the competitive factor can be removed if exponential time is allowed, or when the set system has a small VC-dimension. The latter result is especially suited for applications where m n, one of which we highlight in Section 6.3. Additionally, it should be noted that due to concentration bounds our length-aware mappings can be used to construct solutions for the independent activation model introduced in [39, 35] as well. The details will be given in the full version of this paper.
Our results naturally extend to the stochastic version of the online set cover problem. Here the random sequence ω is presented to the algorithm element by element, and, each time a new element u is given, the algorithm is forced to define a set S(u) u. In other words, the mapping S is constructed in an online fashion. We remark that, once the value S(u) is chosen, it cannot be modified in the following steps. Moreover, the length k of the sequence is not given to the algorithm. Similarly to the universal stochastic case, the aim is to minimize
A length-oblivious universal algorithm would immediately imply an online algorithm with the same competitive factor. However, as there is no such algorithm, we achieve the same task by combining a family of universal mappings, computed via our (length-aware) universal algorithm for carefully-chosen sequence lengths (see Section 5): Our techniques are fairly flexible, and can be applied to other covering-like problems. In Section 6 we describe universal algorithms for the stochastic versions of (non-metric) facility location, multi-cut, and disc covering in the plane.
In this paper, log x denotes the logarithm at base 2 of x. In the remaining of this paper, we assume that π is a uniform distribution: This assumption is without loss of generality using the standard reduction described in Appendix A.
Related Work
Universal, Oblivious and A-Priori Algorithms. These are algorithms where a single solution is constructed which is evaluated given multiple inputs-and either the worst-case or the average-case performance is considered. E.g., the universal TSP problem, where one computes a permutation that is used for all possible inputs, has been studied both in the worst-case scenario for the Euclidean plane [47, 8] and general metrics [37, 26, 29] , as well as in the averagecase [36, 9, 52, 24, 54] . (For the related problem of universal Steiner tree, see [39, 37, 26, 24] .) For universal set cover and facility location, the previous results are in the worstcase: Jia et al. [37] introduced the problems, show that the adversary is very powerful in such models, and give nearlymatching Ω( √ n) and O( √ n log n) bounds. For oblivious routing [48, 32, 10] (see, e.g., [56, 57] for special cases), a tight logarithmic competitive result as well as a polynomialtime algorithm to compute the best routing is known for the worst case for undirected graphs [6, 49] . For oblivious routing on directed graphs the situation is similar to our problem: in the worst case the lower bound of Ω( √ n) [6] nearly matches upper bounds [30] but for the average case, [27] give an O(log 2 n)-competitive oblivious routing algorithm when demands are chosen randomly from a known demanddistribution; they also use "demand-dependent" routings and show that these are necessary. Online Algorithms. Online algorithms have a long history (see, e.g., [11, 21] ), and there have been many attempts to relax the strict worst-case notion of competitive analysis: see, e.g., [17, 1, 24] and the references therein. Online algorithms with stochastic inputs (either i.i.d. draws from some distribution, or inputs arriving in random order) have been studied, e.g., in the context of optimization problems [45, 46, 24] , secretary problems [23] , mechanism design [28, 41, 7] , and matching problems in Adauctions [44, 13, 25] .
Alon et al. [2] gave the first online algorithm for set cover with a competitive ratio of O(log m log n); they used an elegant primal-dual-style approach that has subsequently found many applications (e.g., [3, 14, 4] ). This ratio is the best possible under complexity-theoretic assumptions [19] ; even unconditionally, no deterministic online algorithm can do much better than this [2] . Online versions of metric facility location are studied in both the worst case [45, 22] , the average case [24] , as well as in the stronger random permutation model [45] , where the adversary chooses a set of clients unknown to the algorithm, and the clients are presented to us in a random order. It is easy to show that for our problems, the random permutation model (and hence any model where elements are drawn from an unknown distribution) are as hard as the worst case. Offline problems: Set Cover and (non-metric) Facility Location. The set cover problem is one of the poster children for approximation algorithms, for which a Θ(ln n)-approximation has been long known [38, 16, 42] , and this is the best possible [43, 18, 51, 5] . For the special case of set systems with small VC-dimension, a better algorithm is known [12] . Other objective functions have also been used, e.g., the min-latency [20] and min-entropy [31, 15] set cover problems. The O(log n) approximation for non-metric facility location is due to Hochbaum [33] . Stochastic Optimization. Research in (offline) stochastic optimization gives results for k-stage stochastic set cover; however, the approximation in most papers [35, 50, 53] is dependent on the number of stages k. Srinivasan [55] shows how to round an LP-relaxation of the k-stage set cover problem with only an O(log n) loss, independent of k; this can be used to obtain an O(log n) approximation to the expected cost of the best online algorithm for stochastic set cover in poly(mn) time. In contrast to this, our results get within O(log nm) of the best expected offline cost.
Unweighted Set Cover Problem
In this section, we present a O(log mn)-competitive algorithm for the universal stochastic set cover problem in the unweighted case (i.e., c(S) = 1 for all sets S ∈ S ). Moreover, the proof will introduce ideas and arguments which we will extend upon for the case of weighted set cover in the following section.
Our algorithm is the natural adaptation of the standard greedy algorithm for the set cover problem (see Algorithm 1). However, its analysis is different from the one for the classical offline greedy algorithm. We remark that our algorithm is length-oblivious, i.e., the mapping S computed by the algorithm works for any sequence length k.
For the analysis, fix some sequence length k and let μ = E ω∈U k [|opt(ω)|] be the expected optimal cost. We first show that there are 2μ sets which cover all but δ n elements from U, where δ = μ 3ln2m k .
Lemma 2.1 (Existence of Small Almost-Cover) Let (U, S ) be any set system with n elements and m sets. There Algorithm 1: Mapping for unweighted set cover.
Data: Set system (U, S ).
exists 2μ sets in S which cover all but δ n elements from U, for δ = μ 3ln2m k .
Proof: Let d denote the median of opt, i.e., in at least half of the scenarios from U k , the optimal solution uses at most d sets to cover all the k elements occurring in that scenario. By Markov's inequality, d ≤ 2μ.
There are at most
..,C p , and let ∪C i be the union of the sets in C i . We now show that
Since half of the n k scenarios have a cover with at most d sets, the k elements for any such scenario can be picked from some collection C i . Hence,
Since m ≥ 1 and μ ≥ 1, we also get e −μ ln 2m ≤ 1 2 , which gives the desired contradiction.
We can now use the fact that for the partial coverage problem (pick the fewest sets to cover some (1 − δ ) fraction of the elements), the greedy algorithm is a O(log n)-approximation [40, Thm 5.15] to get:
Corollary 2.2 Algorithm 1 covers at least n(1 − δ ) elements using the first O(μ log n) sets.
Finally, we can complete the analysis of Algorithm 1. (A slightly improved result will be described in Section 4.) Proof of Theorem 1.2: The first O(μ log n) sets picked by the greedy algorithm cover all except δ n elements of U, by Corollary 2.2. We count all these sets as contributing to E[|S|]; note that this is fairly pessimistic.
From the remaining at most δ n elements, we expect to see k n δ n = 3μ ln 2m elements in a random sequence of length k. Whenever such an element appears we use at most one new set to cover it. Hence, in expectation, we use at most 3μ ln 2m sets for covering the elements which show up from the δ n remaining elements, making the total O(μ(log n + log m)) as claimed.
An Exponential-Time Variant. Surprisingly, we can trade off the ln n factor in the approximation for a worse running time; this is quite unusual for competitive analysis where the lack of information rather lack of computational resources is the deciding factor. Instead of running the greedy algorithm to find the first 4μ ln n sets which cover (1 − δ )n elements we can run an exponential-time algorithm which finds 2μ sets which cover (1 − δ )n elements (whose existence is shown in Lemma 2.1). Thus we obtain an exponential-time universal algorithm whose expected cost is at most O(μ log m) . In Section 6.3 we give a polynomial-time algorithm achieving an O(log m)-competitiveness when the set system has constant VCdimension, and also give an application of this result to the disc-cover problem.
The Weighted Set Cover Problem
We now consider the general (weighted) version of the universal stochastic set cover problem. As mentioned in the introduction, and in contrast to the unweighted case where we could get a length-oblivious universal mapping S, in the weighted case there is no mapping S that is good for all sequence lengths k.
Theorem 3.1 Any length-oblivious algorithm for the (weighted) universal stochastic set cover problem has a competitive ratio of Ω( √ n).
Proof: Consider a set S all = U covering the whole universe, of cost c(S all ) = √ n, and singleton sets S u = {u} for each u ∈ U, each of unit cost c(S u ) = 1. Take any lengthoblivious algorithm. If this algorithm maps more than half the elements to S all then the adversary can choose k = 1 and the algorithm pays in expectation Ω( √ n) while the optimum is 1. Otherwise (the algorithm maps less than half the elements to S all ), the adversary chooses k = n and the algorithm pays, in expectation, Ω(n) while the optimum is at most √ n. Hence, we do the next best thing: we give a O(log mn)-competitive universal algorithm, which is aware of the input length k.
We first present an algorithm for computing a universal mapping S when given the value of E[c(opt)]. This assumption will be relaxed later, by showing that indeed the value of k is sufficient. In each iteration of Algorithm 2, we either choose a set with the best ratio of cost to number of uncovered elements (Type I sets), or simply take the cheapest set which covers at least one uncovered element (Type II sets). We remark that since the set U is updated at each step, we may alternate between picking sets of Type I and II in an arbitrary way. We also observe that both types of sets are needed in general, as the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows.
Algorithm 2:
Mapping for weighted set cover.
Data: Set system (U, S ), c :
then let S ← set in S minimizing c(S); S(u) ← S for each u ∈ S ∩U ; U ← U \ S and S ← all sets covering at least one element remaining in U ;
We bound the cost of sets of Type I and II separately. The following lemma shows that the total cost of Type I sets is small, even in the fairly pessimistic assumption that we use all such sets to cover the random sequence ω. Since Type I sets are min-ratio sets, their cost can be bounded using the standard greedy analysis of set cover.
Lemma 3.2 (Type I Set Cost) The cost of Type I sets selected by Algorithm 2 is O(log n) · E[c(opt)].
Proof: Let R 1 ,...,R h be the Type I sets picked by the algorithm in this order. Moreover, let U i denote the set of uncovered elements just before R i was picked. Since the algorithm picked a Type I set, c(
E[c(opt)]
|U i | . Hence, the total cost of the sets R i can be bounded by
which is at most 64E[c(opt)] ln n. It remains to bound the expected cost of the Type II sets, which is also the technical heart of our argument. Let S 1 ,...,S be the Type II sets selected by Algorithm 2 in this order. Observe that, since Type II sets are picked on the basis of their cost alone, c(S i ) ≤ c(S i+1 ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ − 1. Before bounding the mentioned cost (Lemma 3.6), we need a few intermediate results.
Let U i denote the set of uncovered elements just before S i was picked. Define n i = |U i | and let k i = n i k n be the expected number of elements sampled from U i . Denote by ω i the subsequence of the input sequence ω obtained by taking only elements belonging to U i , and let opt| ω i be the subcover obtained by taking for each u ∈ ω i the cheapest set in opt = opt ω containing u. (Note that this is not the optimal set cover for ω i .) As usual, c(opt| ω i ) and |opt| ω i | denote the cost and number of the sets in opt| ω i . Let Ω q i be the set of scenarios ω's such that |ω i | = q. The proofs of the following two technical lemmas are given in Appendix B. 
Lemma 3.4 For all 1 ≤ i ≤ , c(S i )E |opt| ω i+1 | ≤ E c(opt| ω i+1 ) and c(S i ) E[|opt|
The next lemma proves that if k i is large enough, the optimal solution uses many sets to cover the remaining elements. The observation here is similar to Lemma 2.1, but now the number of sets in the set cover is not equal to its cost. This is why we needed a careful restriction of the optimal solution to subproblems given by opt| ω i .
Lemma 3.5 For every i
∈ {1,..., }, if k i ≥ 8log 2n then k i ≤ 16E[|opt| ω i |] log m.
Proof:
For a contradiction, assume that 
Analogously to the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can infer that there is a collection C j with
Since the total cost of sets in C j is at most 8E[c(opt)] and they cover n i /8 elements from U i , there is a set S ∈ C j with min S∈C j c(S)
However, the Type II set S i was picked by the algorithm because there were no sets for which c(S)
, so we get a contradiction and the lemma follows.
Finally, we can bound the expected cost of Type II sets: recall that we incur the cost of some set S i only if one of the corresponding elements S i ∩U i is sampled.
Lemma 3.6 (Type II Set Cost) The expected cost of Type II sets selected by Algorithm 2 is O(log mn) E[c(opt)].
Proof: Recall that the Type II sets were S 1 , S 2 ,...,S . Set k +1 = 0 and c(S 0 ) = 0 for notational convenience. Moreover, let j be such that k j ≥ 8log 2n but k j+1 < 8log 2n. Hence, in expectation we see at most 8 log 2n elements from U j+1 , and since each of these elements is covered by a set that does not cost more than the one covering it in opt, the cost incurred by using the sets S j+1 ,...,S is bounded by 8log 2n E[c(opt)].
By Lemma 3.5, the expected cost incurred by using the remaining sets S 1 ,...,S j is at most
It follows by Lemma 3.4 that the expected cost due to the sets S 1 ,...,S j is at most
concluding the proof of the lemma.
We have all the ingredients to prove the main result of this section. 
The value of k is sufficient (and necessary) to compute the probabilities above. Hence, we can select the mapping S i with the minimum expected cost for the particular value k; this cost is at most the cost of the mapping generated with the knowledge of E[c(opt)].
Matching Bounds
In this section we present slightly refined upper bounds and matching lower bounds for universal stochastic set cover.
If we stay within polynomial time, and if m = poly(n), then the resulting O(log mn) = O(log n) competitive factor is asymptotically the best possible given suitable complexity-theoretic assumptions. However, for the cases when m n, we can show a better dependence on the parameters.
Let us slightly modify the universal algorithm for weighted set cover as follows: fixing a value 0 < x ≤ log m, the set S minimizing The following theorem (which extends directly to online stochastic set cover) shows that the bounds above are tight. Proof: Consider an n element universe U = {1,...,n} with the uniform distribution over the elements, and S consisting of all m = n √ n subsets of U of size √ n; hence log m = Θ( √ n log n) and log log m − log log n = Θ(log n). Let the sequence length be k = √ n/2. Consider any mapping. The sets included in the solution covering the first i elements cover at most i √ n ≤ n 2 of the total elements. Hence, with probability at least half, the mapping must pick a new set to cover the (i + 1)-th element. Hence, in expectation the mapping picks √ n 4 sets while it is enough to select one set, proving the lemma.
Online Stochastic Set Cover
The universal algorithm for (weighted) stochastic set cover can be turned into an online algorithm with the same O(log mn) competitive ratio. The basic idea is using the universal mapping from Section 3 to cover each new element, and update the mapping from time to time. The main difficulty is choosing the update points properly: indeed, the standard approach of updating the mapping each time the number of elements doubles does not work here.
Let ω i denote a random sequence of i elements, and let S i be the mapping produced by the universal algorithm from Section 3 for a sequence of length i. Our algorithm works as follows. Let k be the current number of samplings performed. The algorithm maintains a variable k , initially set to 1, which is larger than k at any time. For a given value of k , the mapping used by the online algorithm is the universal mapping S k . When k = k , we update k to the smallest value k > k which satisfies
and modify the mapping consequently (we set k = ∞ if such value k does not exist). We remark that the algorithm above takes polynomial time per sample, and does not assume any knowledge of the final number of samplings. Proof of Theorem 1.3: Let k ≥ 1 be the final number of samplings performed, and S be the actual mapping computed by the algorithm. Let moreover 1 = k 1 , k 2 ,. ..,k h > k be the sequence of different values of k computed by the algorithm. The analysis is trivial for k 1 , so assume h ≥ 2 and hence k h ≥ 2. By the choice of the k i 's,
this is trivially true for k h = ∞ and holds by the minimality of k h otherwise. We need the following technical Lemma.
Lemma 5.1 We have E c(S i (ω
, for all i ≥ 1.
Proof:
We observe that the pool of possible universal mappings from which each S i is chosen is the same for every value of i (i.e. one for every possible breaking point). Moreover, the expected cost of each such mapping is an increasing function of the length of the sequence.
. The second claim follows along the same line. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that
We can conclude by the properties of the universal stochastic set cover algorithm that
Extensions and Applications
Our techniques can be applied to other covering-like problems. In this section we sketch three such applications.
Universal Stochastic Facility Location
In this section we consider the universal stochastic version of (non-metric) facility location, a generalization of set cover. For this problem, we provide a O(log n)-competitive length-aware algorithm, where n is the total number of clients and facilities.
The universal stochastic facility location problem is defined as follows. An instance of the problem is a set of clients C and a set of facilities F, with a (possibly nonmetric) distance function d : C × F → R ≥0 . Each facility f ∈ F has an opening cost c( f ) ≥ 0. We let n = |F| + |C|. Given a mapping S : C → F of clients into facilities, and a subset X ⊆ C, we define c(S(X)) as the total cost of opening facilities in S(X) = ∪ u∈X S(u) plus the total distance from each u ∈ X to the closest facility in S(X). We also denote by |S(X)| the number of facilities in S(X). With the usual notation, the aim is finding a mapping which mini-
, where ω is a random sequence of k clients.
Our algorithm is an extension of the algorithm from Section 3, where the new challenge is to handle the connection costs for clients. As for weighted set cover, we first assume that the algorithm is given as input E[c(opt)]; we later show how to remove this assumption.
Algorithm 3:
Algorithm for the (weighted) stochastic facility location problem.
The first step in the while loop can be implemented in polynomial time even if the number of candidate sets S is exponential, since it suffices to consider, for each facility f , the closest i clients still in C, for every i = 1,...,|C|. The proof of the following lemma follows on similar lines to proof of Theorem 1.1 given in Section 3. Due to space limitations, the proof is omitted and will appear in the full version of the paper.
Lemma 6.1 Algorithm 3 returns a universal mapping S to the universal stochastic facility location problem with E[c(S)] = O(log n)E[c(opt)]. The same claim holds if a constant approximation to E[c(opt)] is given as input instead of E[c(opt)].
Using the above lemma it is easy to prove the main theorem. Proof: First, note that the value of E ω∈C 1 [c(opt(ω))] can be easily computed, by finding for each v ∈ C the facility f
Moreover, by subadditivity,
Hence one of the values
. Therefore, we run Algorithm 3 for all log n values x i to obtain log n different mappings. Afterwards, we choose the one with the smallest expected cost, which is guaranteed to be O(log n) approximate. The expected costs above is computed analogously to the set cover case.
The same reduction as in Section 5 leads to an O(log n)-competitive algorithm for the online version of the problem.
Theorem 6.3 There is an O(log n)-competitive algorithm
for the online stochastic facility location problem.
Universal Stochastic Multi-Cut
In an instance of the universal multi-cut problem we are given a graph G = (V, E) with edge costs c : E → R ≥0 , and a set of demand pairs D = {(s i ,t i ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. The task is to return a mapping S : D → 2 E so that S((s i ,t i )) ⊆ E disconnects s i from t i . The cost of the solution for a sequence ω ∈ D k is defined as usual to be c(S(ω))-the total cost of edges in S(ω). The universal and online stochastic versions are defined analogously, and again the goal is to minimize the ratio E ω [c(S(ω))]/E ω [c(opt(ω))].
Notice first, that multi-cut in trees (i.e., G is a tree) is a special case of weighted set cover: each demand pair (s i ,t i ) is an element in U, each edge e corresponds to a set S e , and an element (s i ,t i ) is contained in a set S e if e is in the unique path from s i to t i . Thus we can use the algorithm from Section 3 to obtain a O(log n)-competitive algorithm for stochastic universal multi-cut in trees. Using results from Räcke [49] , we can generalize this result to general graphs obtaining a O(log 2 n)-competitive algorithm. The proof of the following theorem is omitted due to space constraints. 
Disc Covering in the Plane
Consider a region U ⊆ R 2 of the 2-dimensional plane, and a set of m "base-stations" v i ∈ R 2 , each with a coverage radius r i , such that U ⊆ ∪ i B(v i , r i ); i.e., the discs cover the entire region. Given a set X ⊆ U, the goal is to find a small set cover, i.e., to map each point x ∈ X to a base-station covering it so that not too many base-stations are in use. This problem was studied by Hochbaum and Maas [34] , and by Bronnimann and Goodrich [12] : among other results, they gave a constant-factor approximation for the problem based on set cover for set systems with small VC-dimension.
However, one might want to hard-wire this mapping from locations in the plane to base-stations, so that we do not have to solve a set-cover problem each time a device wants to access a base-station; i.e., we want a universal map. For ease of exposition, let us discretize the plane into n points by placing a fine-enough mesh on the plane. Using arguments in Section 2 and in Bronimamm and Goodrich [12] we can show that for the case of points chosen randomly from some known distribution from the plane (or more precisely, from this mesh), there exists a universal map whose expected set-cover cost is at most O(log m) times the expected optimum. Moreover, using the k-coverage algorithm for set systems of finite VCdimension from the same section, we can also find such a universal map in randomized polynomial-time. The details are omitted and will appear in the full version of the paper.
